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Deep in the Hungarian woods, the sacred
magic of King Solomon lives on in his
descendants. Gathering under the midnight
stars, they perform small miracles and none
are more gifted than the great Rabbi Isaac
and his three daughters. But darkness is
creeping across Europe, threatening the
lives of every Jewish person in every village.
Each sister will have to make an impossible choice in an effort
to survive.
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A baker’s daughter and her husband flee to
America amid increasingly violent antiSemitism in pre-World War II Germany two
generations before her granddaughter learns
the astonishing story of their heritage and
losses. By the author of Days of Awe.
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Francesco Goldberg, grappling with his
heritage, career and growing up Jewish and
Guatemalan in America, returns to his
childhood home outside Boston where he
explores the pressures of living between
worlds all his life.
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Divorcing his hostile wife when he concludes
he could find genuine happiness elsewhere,
a doctor is astonished when his ex abruptly
disappears, making him unable to move on
without acknowledging painful truths about
his marriage.
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Wildly successful author Jacob Finch Bonner,
who had stolen the plot of his book from a late
student, fights to hide the truth from his fans
and publishers, while trying to figure out who
wants to destroy him.
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by Arthur Green
An internationally recognized scholar and
theologian shares a Jewish mysticism for our
times. Judaism, one of the world's great
spiritual traditions, is not addressed to Jews
alone. In this masterful book, Arthur Green
calls out to seekers of all sorts, offering a
universal response to the eternal human
questions of who we are, why we exist, where we are going,
and how to live.
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Esther Safran Foer grew up in a family
where history was too terrible to speak of.
The child of parents who were each the sole
survivors of their respective families, for
Esther the Holocaust was always felt but
never discussed. So when Esther's mother
casually mentions an astonishing revelation-that her father had a previous wife and
daughter, both killed in the Holocaust--Esther resolves to find
the truth.
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Savage Feast: Three Generations,
Two Continents, and a Dinner Table
by Boris Fishman
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The acclaimed author of A Replacement Life
shifts between heartbreak and humor in a
recipe-filled memoir that is all-at-once a
family story, an immigrant story, a love story
and an epic meal.
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Ever since she made a deal to save her
son's life in Roman-occupied Jerusalem,
Rachel has been doomed to live
eternally—having hundreds of children and
being stalked by an obsessed man—but, as
her descendants develop new technologies
for immortality, she realizes that, for them to
live fully, she must die.
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The life of a controversial mid-20th-century
photographer is chronicled through her
daughter's memories, interviews with her
intimates and excerpts from journals and
letters documenting her quest for artistic
legitimacy in the face of public notoriety.
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Check out these books and more at your nearest PPLD
library or go online to ppld.org.
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